
M
any investors
h a v e  b e e n
waking up to
the fact that

some of the better stocks
are now overvalued.

Indeed, from the per-
spective of technical
analysis, many sectors
and many stocks are now
overbought.

For example, if you look at
both Wilder’s Relative Strength In-
dex and Full Stochastics — key
momentum indicators on the S&P
500 — you’ll see that by May 20,
both were in overbought territory.

The S&P 500 itself has been
trading about five per cent over its
50-day moving average; normally,
it’s closer to two-three per cent.

What this shows is that the
market has moved too far, too
fast. Indeed, the broad U.S. mar-
ket, as indicated by the S&P 500,
is now overdue for a normal,
healthy pullback.

Close attention needed

So, it may be smart for pru-
dent investors to watch for a rota-
tion out of some of the prior lead-
ers that have driven the markets
into overbought territory.

As investors look to material-
ize their profits, as well as find val-
ue elsewhere, money may begin
moving into stocks and sectors
that were formerly shunned, but
which are still sound.

In the interim, certain under-
appreciated sectors may be form-
ing a base, prior to moving up.

Although it may not yet be the
time to take positions in these

sectors, you should be
ready if they bounce off
their support levels.

One sector that may
be worth watching is agri-
cultural commodities.

As shown by Power-
Shares DB Agriculture
(DBA-NYSE, $25.42), the
exchange-traded fund

that covers the sector, agricul-
tural commodities may be form-
ing a base.

And although you can obvi-
ously buy the fund itself, you
might also pay close attention to
specific stocks within the sector.

For example, consider Potash
Corp. of Saskatchewan Inc.
(POT-TSX, $42.45), the world’s
biggest fertilizer maker in terms
of capacity.

Now trading above both its 59-
and 200-day moving averages,
Potash is trying to break a gently
sloping downtrend channel.

For its fourth quarter, the
company harvested revenue of
US$2.1 billion and net income of
US$556 million, both of which
trailed consensus estimates.

Still, Potash Corp. should ride
what’s expected to be a rebound
in fertilizer demand later this year.

Nonetheless, you should make
sure its shares are really starting to
recover before you scoop them up.

Another sector that’s recently
sold off is financial services. (I
predicted as much in my past
columns, as well as on my blog,
www.smartbounce.ca).

Although I took my profits on
the Canadian banks in late
March, they’re now getting closer
to where I’d buy them back.

You can play Canada’s bank-
ing sector through the BMO
S&P/TSX Equal Weight Banks In-
dex ETF (ZEB-TSX, $18.71). Al-
though I sold the fund back in
March, I’d happily buy it again at
the right price.

Of course, you can also buy in-
dividual banks themselves, my fa-
vorite being the National Bank of
Canada (NA-TSX, $77.02).

Bank still a good bet

As with the BMO fund, I’d re-
purchase the National Bank if it
were to reach the right price — in
this case, the low $70s.

If you want a value play in fi-
nancial services, consider Toron-
to-based Home Capital Group
Inc. (HCG-TSX, $53.36). A trust
that offers deposits, Home also
sells mortgages to individuals
with unconventional credit pro-
files, such as the self-employed.

But with investors increasing-
ly worried about a slowdown in
Canada’s housing market, Home
Capital has seen its shares fall.

Yet, despite the company’s
unconventional mortgages, it’s
managed to keep its losses low.

In short, Home Capital is a
highly profitable business model
that appears undervalued. In fact,
the closer it gets to $50 a share, the
more attractive a buy it becomes.

Meanwhile, for courageous
folks, gold may now be forming a
near-termed bottom. In fact, it’s
made two lows at or above
US$1,325 an ounce, suggesting it
may be making a double bottom.

Yet, such a formation will be
confirmed only if gold breaks out

past US$1,475. If that happens, the
metal will have potential upside
targets of US$1,550 and $1,625.

But silver doesn’t look as good,
given its lower lows of late. So, I’d
stick to the latter or to the gold
producers themselves.

You can play the broad global
gold stock index through iShares
S&P/TSX Global Gold Index
Fund  (XGD-TSX, $11.87), or you
can pick a specific gold producer.

One of the best is Toronto-
based Alamos Gold Inc. (AGI-
TSX, $14.27). Not only are its op-
erating costs cheaper than other
companies, but it sports a price-
to-earnings ratio of just 19.

Yet, because Alamos now
faces technical resistance around
$14.50, I’d wait for a breakout
through that level to confirm the
likelihood of further upside.

My target price for Alamos
would be $20 and change — if, of
course, all goes well with gold.

Buying into an undervalued
sector isn’t always easy. Some-
times, cheap stocks can get
cheaper before a bottom is found.

So, before buying, watch the
charts for the stocks and sectors
I’ve mentioned to confirm that
price action is positive.

As the saying goes, it’s always
better to wait for a falling knife to
hit the ground, than to try to catch
it on the way down.

Keith Richards is portfolio man-
ager of Value Trend/Wealth Man-
agement in Barrie, Ont. You can
follow his biweekly calls, as well
as read his comments on where
he thinks the market is going, on
his blog: www.smartbounce.ca
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Keith Richards

Some good stocks 
are now overvalued

But keep an eye on agricultural commodities and financial services, 
both of which are poised for a bounce
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